Thousand Island Solve Sheet
Solve all the mini puzzles before solving coloring the back.
The enumerations for the final solve for each of the 5 puzzles can be found on upside down at the
bottom of the page.
Here is the solve for the minis

Convert dots to a1z26 and read in order of presumed shark shape to get message : DRAW LAST TRACK
HEARD AT END OF ALBUM X BY KYLIE
Album X by Kylie Minogue ends with the a track called COSMIC
Those letters appear only once in the message so draw a line from C to O to S to M to I and back to C to create a
pretty common star shape.

Start by unjumbling the letters based on the clues.
Put the letters in the squares to get UNDER THE EGGS.
It sounds like under the X, which is where a pirate would bury treasure.
Take the letter found under each X in the grid and read them from top to bottom to get MOVE MUMMIES.
This hints at the final solve EXHUME which has an X in it and means to unbury something.

Each menu item hints at a phrase with a food that can be filled into the dots next to it.
Use the cents of the price to index into the food item.
Use the dollar to order those letters and get the phrase STICKSTOYOUR which could end with RIBS. RIBS is the
final answer

There are five differences in the pictures. One thing swaps for another. Those things can be solved as one letter
apart from each other.
Mark each thing as that letter and read down from top to bottom on the left panel and then the right, you should
get prosthetic.
This can be solved to Peg Leg, which is 2 words that are one letter off from each other.

Solve the word find.
It looks like a maze that is solvable starting at the bottom.
When you solve the maze your path makes the message THINKABOUTYOURCHOICESASYOUCHARTEDYOURWAY.
If you then look at the letters at every intersection (where you had to make a choice) you get the letters ARROW.

Each of the solves for the minis references an image on the “islands” on the back.
ARROW= SIGNPOST
PEG LEG = PIRATE
RIBS = PIRATE
EXHUME = SHOVEL
STAR = STARFISH
Color only the islands that are referenced (there are 2 per puzzle) to see the final answer (cheese burger). The
answer is multi colored here based on the 5 puzzles, but that’s not how it is solved.

